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Seniors: A Remedy For 
Hunting Blues 
Job 
Students walk into the career planning center for 
Photo by Marc A. Albert 
Physical 
Receives 
Therapy 
Grant 
Ithaca College announced 
today that it was one of only 
four institutions in the nation 
to receive funds in 1982 under 
a program of the U .S.Depar-
tment of Education (DOE) 
that provides financial 
assistance for students in 
physical therapy programs. 
Under the grant, the College 
received $21,116 from the 
Rehabilitation Services Ad-
ministration (RSA), a division 
of DOE, for the 1982-83 
academic year. The grant will 
provide additional fu1_1ds for 
the 1983-84 and 1984-85 
academic years. 
Ithaca was awarded the 
largest RSA long-term 
physical therapy training grant 
in Region II, which encom-
passes New York, New Jersey, 
the Virgin Islands and Puerto 
Rico. 
According to Cornelis 
Koutstaal, dean of Ithaca's 
School of Allied ·Health 
Professions, decision to ap-
prove the College's grant 
proposal is particularly 
significant because federal 
funds for programs of this 
type have been cut. 
"However, at the same 
time, more physical therapy · 
programs have ·- been 
developed," says Koutstaal. 
· "Cqnsequently, there · were 
more institutions com etin 
for fewer fund~ " Labor market data from tnt 
"We are pleased not only by New York State Education 
the financial support that Department shows that the 
comes with the grant," ~dds State can expect to average 
the dean, "but also becamse it 1,848 new therapist positions 
solidifies our reputation for annually through the J980's 
having one of the best phy:sical Ithaca's physical therapy 
. therapy programs in the c oun- program consists of three 
try." years of stud·y on the South 
The purpose of the prcoject Hill campus, with students 
is to increase the number and begining their clinical 
quality of physical therapists education in the junior year. 
employed in public and pr:ivate The senior year features a full 
agencies that rehabilitate in- year clinical education at the 
dividuals with severe mccntal Albert Einstein College of 
and physical handicaps. Medicine's Department of 
"Ithaca College is in am ex- Rehabilitation Medicine. 
cellent position to increase the· The RSA grant will help 
overall quantity of trained defray students' tuition and 
physical therapists," says fees as well as travel expenses 
Koutstaal. "The physical associated with clinical af-
therapy curriculum, facfili ties filiations. 
and clinical affiliations alt The criteria for selecting 
prepare and motivate our students to receive funds in-
graduates to work in clude:-a demonstrated interest 
rehabilitation agencies." in rehabilitation, a written 
The need for physical commitment to serve in a 
therapists trained in physical, rehab_ilitation setting after 
mental and vocati ona-1 graduation, academic perfor-
rehabilitation is ,well- mance and promise, and 
documented. . . . financial need. 
The 1980-81 edition 'o1 the· The project is under the 
occupational Outlook ltan- direction of Meredith Harris, 
dbook states: "Eipployment chairperson of the Division of 
for physical therapists i:s ex- Physical Therapy. 
pected to grow much faster A total of 23 juniors and 
than the average for all oc- seniors were selected to receive 
cupations through the,l!980's eit~er $~,000 or $575 RSA 
because of the importancce of scholarship awards for the . 
rehabilitation.'' 1982-83 academic ear. 
•• ~ I • • ' I 
By Brian P. Walsh 
The coming of Spring can 
be identified with a variety of 
,pleasant thoughts, such as 
warm days, blossoming 
flowers and of course Spring 
break. However, for many 
seniors the thought of Spring 
brings with it the stress-related 
symptoms of the job search. 
The butterflies begin to stir 
and the tension mounts. With 
the job market as competitive 
as it is, the task of searching 
for a job can be both difficult 
and frightening to the college 
graduate. However, the Of-
fice of Career Planning is 
working hard to allievate 
many problems that Ithaca 
College seniors face. From in-
terviewing to career ex-
ploration and recruiting to 
resumes, Career Planning is 
available to assist in a variety 
of ways. 
The job interview may be a 
nerve shattering ordeal for the 
job applicant, yet it is one of 
the most important situations 
to prepare for. Therefore, 
Career Planning has set up 
two great opportunities to help 
seniors deal with interviewing. 
The first is a workshop called 
O:ne-to One:Successful Inter-
viewing Skills. It provides an 
overview of interviewing on 
the whole, exploring questions 
such as:What is interviewing? 
What can I expect from an in-
terview and h ow can I do 
well? The second program 
established to help your inter-
viewing skills is the Mock In-
terview. Here, a simulated in-
terview is conducted between 
the career counselor and the 
student. The counselor will 
ask questions similar to those 
that would be asked in a real 
interview. Therefore, the 
student can becomt familiar 
with what to expect and 
prepare for common problems 
and questions in the actual in-
terview. More importantly, 
theMoj:k Interview creates an 
atmosphere in which the 
student is more relaxed and 
where mistakes are alright. 
Afterward, the counselor and 
student critique the interview 
from a video tape which 
records it. Without a doubt, 
the Mock Interview is an ex-
cellent opportunity to prepare 
for the real thing. However, 
availability is limited, so make 
an appointment. The student 
should also have a resume 
available for the career coun-
selor. 
The resume· is another im- · 
portant tool in the job search. 
To help students prepare this 
task, Career Planning has set 
up a workshop called:Resume 
Development:Writing That 
Works. This workshop is 
given three times this semester. 
It helps the student prepare 
and write a resume, em-
phasizing content and formats 
as well. 
However, before a student 
can begin interviewing or 
writing resumes, steps must be 
taken to locate employment 
sources. The workshop en-
ti tied: Getting Chosen:Job 
Strategies That Wm\ 'ittempts 
to answer question~ out fin-
ding a job. It reviews 
everything from want-ads to 
employment agencies, giving 
the pros and cons of each. 
This workshop is very impor-
tant because you cannot 
usually acquire a job interview 
without first locating a job 
source. This workshop acts as 
a springboard into finding a 
job. 
The Networking workshop 
is a more advanced look at job 
strategies. Often, a student 
may have gained some contact 
with professionals or 
executives through an inter-
nship or by other means. 
(Because these people are 
already on the inside of some 
organization, they can keep 
their eyes open for job 
openings.) The Networking 
workshop shows you how to 
iniate, maintain, and use these 
contacts effectively . 
Finally, Career Planning of-
fers recruitihg opportunities 
which provide a wide range of 
employers. However, the 
student must first take the 
Orientation to On-Campus 
Recruiting workshop. This 
workshop explains the 
procedures of on-campus 
recruiting and reviews what a 
typical interview will be like. 
However, it is important to 
note that' space in all of these 
workshops is limited and 
signing-up in advance is 
necessary to secure a place. 
Workshops are not only direc-
ted towards seniors. There are 
several seminars and 
workshops for the entire 
Ithaca College community. 
Whether you are a senior 
faced with the question: 
Where can I find a job? or a 
freshman confused about 
what career to choose, the 
Career Planning Office is 
ready. to assist you. Lately the 
amount of traffic in the office 
-continued on page 1.1 
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ITHACAN 
INQUIRER 
-"How well do you think 
the Student Government 
PhotoByMarcFitzsimmons has worked for you?" 
E.J. Ashbourne 
:.TV/R, '83 
: -"If it wasn't for Student 
Government I wouldn't 
: have a resume. After 
'four years with l.C.S.G., 
:I say 'Thanks for the 
. , , , 
:memones. 
Dave Aikin 
P.A.I.R.~ '8S 
-"Whats Student 
Government?' 
Alison Adams 
Psychology; '83 
-"Not what it does for 
me, but for our apar-
tment-we get to borrow 
Rob Claus (Student Body 
President) carpet 
sweeper-thanks Rob. " 
Betsy Ladd 
Bill Steinback 
Sociology, '83 
-"As an,off-campus rep. 
it has been working well for me. I hope that my 
constituents feel the same 
way." 
Wendy Lebowitz. 
Speech Communication, 
-"It works pretty well, 
but the real organization 
on campus that works for 
me is the Student ac-
tivities board-now we're 
talking, good times. " 
-'i 
Jeff Cicotte 
Physical Education, '85 
I'm glad their not like 
Ronnie! 'The big guy. ' " 
· Speech Communication, '84 "As director of Public 
-"/ know they work hard R,elations for I.C.S.G., 
· but I'm not sure of Id say the Student 
everything they do. " Goyernment has been 
· domg wonders for me, 
not to mention my 
resume." 
Hnve a question for the Ithacan 
lnqairer1 Let m know! Send it to the 
Ithacan lo care of the photo editor. 
Tham: gang! 
___________________ F_e_bruary3,1983 
Editorial 
In its Machine of the Year issue, this past January, TIME 
magazine claimed that college computer rooms are rivaling 
such traditional Campus Social Centers as the student union 
and college libmry. A college library Is a social body where 
people come together to do studying and researching. But a 
college library is not a center for socializing, which many 
Ithaca College students seem to think. 
Its hard to believe that in the third week of classes people 
are not just talking at a whisper, but at a regular tone of 
voice. Not only is this rude and inconsiderate, but U d 1:mon-
strates a certain disrespect for fellow classmates. 
As the semester progresses;more students will be using the 
library. Thus the noise level will increase: As .a result studen-
ts will seek other areas for studying-Friends Han; Muller 
Chapel, classrooms in the bottom of the library and of all 
places one of Cornell's libraries. Ithaca College students are 
not paying upwards of $8,000 per year to scramble for a quiet 
place to study or to use some other school's library. A quiet -
place to study is a service a library must provide. Unfor-
tunately ii.;; a service the student body doesn't respect and 
something the library staff doesn't enforce. 
If this problem of library noise is to be solved, it must 
ultimately come from the student body. Students must realize 
that a library is a public body for studying and researching. 
In order to foster this atmosphere, silence must be maintained 
by students. Afterall, every student has the right to study in a 
-quiet atmosphere. 
it's nice to see that the libmry staff is conscious about the 
noise problem. Tables on the second floor have been broken 
up into smaller ones, and tables on the third floor have been 
replaced by cubicals. In addition, there are numerous quiet 
signs throughout the library. 
However, problems still exist with the floor set up in the 
library. First of all tables and cubicals· are still mixed together 
' .. 
on the third and fourth floors. Its no secret that group 
studying is louder than individual studying. Thus the library 
is encouraging group studying to study around individuals. 
Perhaps the library staff could solve this problem by 
allocating certain floors with just cubicals, for individual 
studying, and other floors with just tables for group studying. 
Another suggestion the library staff should consider is the 
use of monitors. Last Spring the library staff promised to in-
stitute monitors in order to' help reduce the noise level. To 
date the library monitors have not been very visible and are 
obviously very ineffective. So, THE ITHACAN would like to 
ask 1he library staff where are these monitors and how do 
they work to stop the noise? 
Finally, it must be remembered that a quiet place to study 
is a necessity on a college campus. If Ithaca College's library 
is to become this quiet place the student body must take the 
first step toward this goal. 
BDW 
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Op Eds and Letters 
A Communist Plot? 
To the Editor: the fear of a nuclear war -
Some reactions I had to- (limited or otherwise) is a very 
Andrew Levin's letter. regar- _ real one. To think that while 
ding nuclear freeze: It came as Pm sitting· here typing this, or 
quite a shock. to me that the while you're sitting there 
Nuclear Freeze Campaigns reading it, the entire world 
were a communist plot. In- could end is truly horrifying. 
credible how those sneaky Ahh, but now I'm employing 
commines work, ain't it? To fear tactics to win the readers 
think they've hoodwinked to my side. Sure, but think 
priests, minsters, rabbis, about it. The most frightening 
politicians of both major par- thing about what I just wrote 
ties, and seven of eight states is that it COULD come true. 
that recently had Nuclear There are two instances 
Freeze referendums on their where Mr. Levin uses a mass 
ballots is truly awesome. Does ind of argument. This is not 
this mean that the Com- only a poor persuasion tactic 
munists are planning to take using ·warped logic~ it is also 
over the world in the most si~ply not true. We all do 
sneaky and pinko way NOT think alike. "Anyone 
possible--PEACE'???? who thinks the U.S. would 
Mr. Levin states that the start a w.ar is crazy." Nice 
media uses fear to sell papers label, but not accurate, as he 
(I agree, by the way) and that himself points out when he 
this tactic is also used as a tells us that the U.S. is plan-
convincer by . the anti-nuke ning ways· to get the best of a 
nuts. Welt~ fear is one of-the first strike. The-other example 
largest motivators of human of this 'mass-logic' is that 
beings, but more importantly, wonderful· statement (Who 
among us will forget it?) 
"Everyone knows the best way 
to get rid of a bully is to stand 
up to him." Nice thQught-if 
you happen to be 10 years old 
and are in a schoolyard. 
When you're thinking ·about 
the whole planet, schoolyard 
heroics are silly, at best. How 
many times do you recall 
someone standing up to a 
bully and winning? Thw 
would-be bully beaters usually 
wind up with a mash in the 
mush (In other words, they get 
punched out). As Isaac 
Asimov (remember him?) once 
wrote, "Violence is the last 
refuge of the incompetent." 
(From Foundation) In short, 
the best way to beat a bully is 
to out•smart him, and if he's 
got friends and resources, get 
him to be your friend. 
Then I come to my favorite 
phrase in the whole letter. It is 
representative of the kind of 
thinking Reagan, Cap Weun-
berger, and all the tiny 
Freeze Supporters Arce 
Dear Ithacan Editor: "Should crawl° out of their 
cowardice." 
who hide behind the mindless 
ideology of conservative 
politicians. ~ 
I arri sure that Andrew 
Levin's "Anti-Freeze" letter 
offendt:d and irritated many. 
!He used terms like "bumper 
~ticker mentality" to describe 
Mr. Levin, the supporters 
of the Nuclear Freeze, are not 
cowards. They are informed 
individuals from many dif-
ferent backrounds sharing a 
deep concern for the senseless 
proliferation of incredibly 
destructive weapons of war. 
The real cowards. are those 
The Reagan administration 
seems to have the notion that 
the nuclear freeze movement is 
a Soviet plot-: part of a master 
plan to make the world com-
munist. This neo-McCarthyist 
attitude is unfounded and ab-
surd. 
he· nuclear Arms Freeze 
Movement, and proclaimed 
hat supporters of this 
movement "are acting like 
ril!htened children" l\Od 
Celebrating Seniors Set Sal1Il 
The Senior Class is off and 
running for their last semester 
at Ithaca College. "last 
semester we spent alot of time 
planning, organizing, and 
generating ideas and this 
semester we· have alot of ac-
tivities ready to go." accor-
ding to Scott "chief" Hahn, 
Senior class president. The 
first event is on Thursday 
February 10th, Ithaca College 
Ski Night at To.\?;genberg ski 
resort outside of Syracuse. 
For $12.00 any student can get 
bus transportation to and 
from Toggenberg, a lift ticket, 
and first free drink at_ the bar 
Briefs 
,. 
Photography JExhibiia 
The Handwerker Gallery of Ithaca College will present 
"Unrestricted Color," a contemporary color photography 
exhibit, Jan. 31-March 4. . . . ~ 
The·exhibit's opening reception will be held on Thursday, 
Feb. 3 from 5-7 pm. _ . 
"Unrestricted Color" demonstrates the explosive growth 
of color in the use of photography oner the last 10 years. The 
· third in a series of exhibits curated by Ithaca Col_Iege 
photography faculty Monte H. Gerlach and Danny G~thn~, 
· the exhibit is compr~sed of works chose~ from ~ nationw1_de 
competition. Several of the· works will receive purchase 
awards from the College. . .. 
"This exhibit attempts to _illu~trate the r~~ge of art1s!1c 
treatments of color in photograph1~ proce~ses, says Guthn~. 
"Color has pl.ayed a~ increasmgly important ro!e m 
photography as ·photographers have_ lear~ed fro~ pamters 
ways to incorporate it into the structure of 1m~es. 
. The Handwerker Gallery is located on the first floor of the 
Caroline Werner Gannett Cemer on the Ithaca College cam-
pus. _The gallery is open from 9 am to 9 _pm on M~n~ay 
through ¾ Thursday and 9 ~ to 5 pm on Fnday. Admission 
is free and open to the public. 
,-
L, 
imitative minds in Washingto~ 
do. It's also why they think 
we can win a 'limited nuclear 
war.' The phrase was con-
tained in a sentence that was 
trying to talk about deterren-
ce. It was, 'a defensive first 
strike.' Anybody see what I 
am going to say here? Right-
if it's a· First strike, it is sure as 
hell not defensive. It's akin to 
saying, ·"He looked like he 
was gonna hit me, so I hit 
him"- schoolyard mentality. 
And if Mr. Levin was talking 
about nuclear retaliation to a 
conventional weapons in-
vasion, then the U.S. will be 
responsible for the escalation 
and carnage that is likely to 
follow. 
But the key point to this 
argument is that the danger of 
nuclear war looms larger 
everyday. It is approaching 
the point where one computer, 
mistaking the moon for 
missles of the opposite side 
could trigger the debacle. The 
I am frightened by the 
Reagan administration's ap-
proach toward nuclear 
weapons. Reagan and his 
cabinet hold the belief that a 
nuclear war can be .controlled 
and won. Forgotten among 
the military jargon is the fact 
that a single nuclear strike 
would murder thousands of 
innocent . people-- very real 
people of the world do not 
want to die over ~ome geo-
political argument about the 
writings of Karl Marx. I guess 
life is too important to us 
"Frightened children" so that 
these arguments are not worth 
death. As for letting a con-
fused computer start the 
shooting, that's just as bad or 
worse that a mis-informed 
leader. The only way we will 
survive into the 21st century is 
to begin to work together, 
NOW. It calls for some com-
promises on both sides. Hey. 
Compromises--Weren 't there 
some guys in Philadelphia 
around 1787 who thought a lot 
about com.promises? Oh well, 
the Constitution was probably 
just some early communist 
plot. 
Sincerely, with Peace, 
Charles L. Siegfried 
Drama '8S 
human beings with very real 
families, livelihoods, and 
aspirations. This is what 
nuclear arms freeze supporters 
are concerned about. The 
alternative to a freeze is con-
tinued proliferation, which 
will inevitably have con-
sequences. 
Sincerely, 
Bill Tiberio- Music 
(look for ad in this weeks part of the Winter Carnival 
paper). . and will have a summer at-_ 
. mospere. Anyone wearing 
The second event will b7 the spring or summer clothing will 
100 Days Party on Fnday et $1.00 off the regular $6.00 
February 11 at the North For - g . 
ty. The I 00 Days Party will be P:::tinued on page l 1 
I ll'fHA<CAN Pollfoy 
I The ITHA(:AN iN proud to be able to publish correspondence 
I form the l'ollege community that accuratel} re_flec_ts the viewpoint of individuals and/or campus orgamzat1on11.-However, we ret1pect our responsibility to provide only 
legitimate letters with public forum. . . 
Bel'am,e or this, the ITHACAN reqmres the followmg format 
for letten< ,mbmitted for publication: 
J. Nome, major and year of graduation. Will be withheld 
upon request. 
2. Phone number and address. 
3. Typed neatly 11nd no longer than two typewritten pages. 
4. Spelling corrected. (We will not do it£or the author.} 
Correspondence may be sent through intercampus mail to 
the ITHACAN, Basement or London Holl •. · OH-campus 
correspondents may write us at THE ITHACA.N,:Baserne.nt ·9f. 
London Holl, Ithaca ·College, Ithaca, NY -14850. All .lett*!ni 
must be received by 5:00 p.m. Monday afternoon 
Briefs 
How can we be really sure about the history of our 
peoples? Especially-minority history? Often, the real story 
never makes it -into the textbooks. Television host and 
producer Oil Noble offers as accurate picture of Black people 
and their heritage. The story is told like it is. At 7:30, on· 
February 16, 1983, in Textor 103, at Ithaca College, Gil 
Noble will give a Black History lecture and will show the film 
· Malcolm X. Admission is free, so come and hear the story 
told '~Like it is." (This evel'.).t is sponsored by the Afro-Latin 
Society) 
The Cornell University Department of Theatre Arts an-
nounced today that it was accepting submissions for the an-
nual Forbes- Heermans/George McCalmon Playwriting 
Competition. Awards for_ the Competition consist of two 
prizes: $150.00 for the best one-act play, and $75.00 for 
second place. Contestants. must be registere~ at Cornell 
University for the Spring 1983 term. Deadbne for sub-
missions is February 28, 1983. The outcome of the Com-
petition will be announced March 31, 1983. 
Established by the bequest o_f Forbes Heermans (class of 
1878) and· in memory of the late George A. McCalmon, 
Profe~sor of Speech and Drama, the Competiti~n is design_ed 
to promote original works by new authors; which deal with 
some aspect of !if e in America. . . 
A complete list of the rules and regulations govern.mg t_he 
Competition can be obtained from the Cornell Umversity 
¼Department of Theatre Arts, 104 Lincoln Hall. All sub-
missions must be received by February 28, I 983. 
~his Wecl( 
Get· 'To K»aoi,, , 
~ JLocaJ Wane 
L 
L 
. . And next week you' ff 6e &a.ck for another! We' re very 
prowl of tfte wines procfuwf here in the fi"9er Lakes and 
around New Yoli State. Try the W09n.er DeCftauna.c with 
our juu:y Prime Ribs or one of our tftick Sirfuin Steaks. 
He:mumn -c:Wiemds remarkabfe Riesfi"9 peifect(y 
compfiments tfte Roast Duck or die Coquiffe St.~acqucs. 
And choose Bu(ry Hill's new(y rcfcasd Winh.7 SLyvaC Bfunc 
to accompa11y our fresh Sworc{fisli Steak or. Pus ta Prirrutwra. 
TU~OA£rti 
The Grand'-Q_ame of Ithaca. N Y. 
ROUTE 13 - ELMIRA.ROAD - (607) 272-6484 
,·. ~ .· 
./ February 3, 1983 
Minority· Professionals 
Nightt 
Once again the Educational Opportunity Program and· the 
Office of Career Planning are sponsoring "Minority 
Professionals Night." This year we are hosting the fourth 
annual evening on Tuesday, February 8, 1983, from 6:30-9:30 
p.m. The program is an excellent opportOnity for our studen-
ts to gain an insider's perspective of experience ip the 
working world. Our guests for this evening's panel should 
prove to be informative and entertaining! They will share 
with us information about their careers and educational 
preparation, and perhaps offer some advice for students now 
about preparing for their future. 
This year's panel includes: 
Brenda Brown, Employment Interviewer from the New _ 
York State Department of Labor in New York City 
Dr. Edward Hart, Opthalmologist from Ithaca 
Kumi Korf, Artist and Ithaca College Faculty Mem~er 
ScheUey Michelle-Nun, Administrative Supervisor of 
COSEP at Cornell and Ithaca .Collegeralumn~ 
Hector Ortiz, Assistant Dean of Student Affairs at Essex 
County College in ~ew Jersey 
Pat Tho~pson, Manager of Workman's Compensation 
Department for Eastman Kodak Company in Rochester 
--
The evening will consist of an informal reception, a panel 
presentation, and an opportunity for questions and respon-
ses. Refreshments "'.ill be provided. " 
THURSo FEBo 3 
MEMPHIS 
ROCKABILL 
BAND 
Coming This Week 
Fri. Feb. 4th . 
SYMBOLS 
•vou can still Win 2 FREE trips to Jamaica. 
"Th~se-1.C. Students are Finalists: · 
1. Allison Jennings 
2. Cliff Plumer 
3. ~arb Boardman 
4. Kriss, Wilson 
5. Helen Girvin --:-, 
6.,Tom_Sardi,ia ;---
- --·--··-···---· --.. ----.- ...... ··- .... · .. ·-· .... -· --- -- ,. - -- -·- ...... , _ .. ' _,.,_,.__,. __ -· -- .,., ..... _____ ~'--"-=--=-----"'·-=--=· ...f.·'...,.. -------------
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Rich Wasserman of the /. C. pub responsible for not 
serving minors. 
19 Or JEiseooo 
By Jimm Hauptman losing your right to drink is 
A TTENT/ON. No one under another. 
the age of nineteen will be ser- The recent raising of the 
ved any alcoholic beverages on New York State drinking age 
these premises. has bumped perspective 
One sees their frowning freshmen frQm the local bar 
faces through the frosty pie- scene. The freshmen, 
ture window at the front of the although reluctantly, accept 
bar, and can't help feeling the new law, but as Mike 
sorry for them. Losing your Hollway, a freshman from 
room ke_y is one thing, but Grand ls_land, New York, put 
it, "Some of us were legal 
before the new law went into 
effect. One minute the state 
sees us as responsible drinkers, 
the next minute we're minors 
again." . 
Many freshmen express the 
same opinion. Wendy Har-
mon, a freshman living in the 
Terraces believes that, "There 
are as many irresponsible 
eighteen year olds as there are 
twenty year olds." 
There arc several good 
reasons for raising the 
drinking age, but none as 
significant as the number of 
lives saved each year by taking 
drunk eighteen year olds off 
the roads. Although eighte~n 
year olds may see themselves 
as responsible drinkers, the st-
atistics don't · favor them. 
According to the New York 
State Division of Alcoholism 
and Alcohol Abu~e, eighteen 
year olds represent two per-
cent of the drivers on the road 
today, but are responsible ·for 
seven percent of all alcohol 
related-accidents, and nine 
percent of all fatal accidents. 
New York isn't alone in its 
decision to raise the states' 
drinking age. Connecticut 
raised its drinking age to 
nineteen this past summer, 
and New Jersey raised its 
drinking age from nineteen to 
twenty. 
Mark Palen, a part-time 
bartender downtown felt that 
the new drinking age won't af-
fect business too badly. 
''There are enough 
sophomores and juniors that 
can and want to drink." He 
went on to say, "If you take 
continued on paee twelve 
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CLEARANCE 
10% CD 50% off 
It's back to business with e)(traordinarv 
sales, specials and even un-advertised 
surprijses all through Shalimar. 
LEOfARDS 
AND 
TIGHTS 
House of Shalimar 
CENTER ITHACA • COMMONS • PYRAMID 
• • t ....,...., :,, ,,.. 1fl.., ll, • -1, ...... ~' ..,, ~ .. ,. ,.. .. ,. I • 'a ,!r ....... • I,, .,,, ,._ • .,, • - - • ~ , - .,. ., - ..,, - •• 
by Mona Krieger 
Do you feel the mid-winter 
blues setting in? Are you in 
the mood for something new 
to occupy your free time? 
How would you react to ten 
days full of new and exciting 
things to do? Well, get ready 
for some fun filled days and 
"sizzling" nights! Starting 
Friday,- February 4;i, until Sun-
day, February 13, you can 
"Watch Winter Melt Away"! 
The SAB is sponsoring a 
winter carnival to give 
everyone a change of pace in 
social activities. \yendy 
Lebowitz, chairperson of SAB 
and Alison Jennings, chairper-
son of the· recreational com-
mittee (SAB) said, " we ex-
pect more participation in the 
events this year because a 
wider range of students is 
THE ITHACAN 5 
being stimulated." They for-
med a Steering Committee, 
chaired by Florence Finch, 
which is an organization that 
consists of representatives 
from various campus groups. 
They did this so they would 
receive in-put from every facet 
of the student population. 
Their concerted efforts have 
resulted in a host of activities 
that will arouse everybody's 
interest. Wendy Lebowitz 
stated, "One of the purposes 
of the carnival is to get people" 
together and create a group 
and campus cohesiveness." 
The carnival is geared to 
work its way out of the cold 
and get everyone in a warm 
spring-summer mood. Keep 
an eye out for the Carnival 
Calender of Events. 
At,jA-T& C 
GAftOE~ 
rntSfAURXNfJ 
Ch in ese A m e.r i ca " Food 
18 W. State Street 272-7350 
Zen Meditation 
Thursdays 4:00p.m. 
Muller Chapel 
~-H. 
IOIPIAN 636 W. ST A TE S1f. B'fHACA, N. Y . EDUCATIONAL 
CENTER 277-3307 
TEST PREPARATDON 
SPECIALDSTS SUNCl'.E 193>3® 
PREP ARE !FOR: 
' 3/83 GMA1f 
((]LASSIES BlEGDN: 
lFlElm 5 &6, 
7 & :n.2 . 
Classes With Sufficient !Enrollment 
----------------------------------------
CALL TODAY FOR INFORMATBON 
DAYTONA/Ff. LAUDERDALE 
· From$125 
Spring Break - 8 Days : ~ 7 Nights o 
Prime Location, Welcome P.. .es With Free Beer, 
Canvas Bag, Optional Bus From Campus and Air 
Available. ~ 
Contact: Greenwich Travel Center 
Toll Free 1-800-243-3858 
_., 
t .. : 
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Ithacan Scene 
by Marc Albert 
llUlllil \l, 
I. Personals· 
Sorry there aie no personals 
this week folks, but why not 
send a Valentine Personal to 
your lover next week! 
All Valentine Personals 
must be received by 5:00 p.m. 
Monday Feb. 7. V.alentine 
Personals can be ·dropped off 
in the ITHACAN Box by the 
check cashing window. 
February,, 198l - · 
Join- Ithacan 
OW WOULD YOU LIKE TO 
WIN 
Ht's easy ... hcere's how: 
( 1) Create a slogan about Ithaca College that can be 
used on bumper stickers, hats, etc. 
(2) The slogan must contain the words Ithaca College 
(or i.C.), and must be an indication of school spirit. 
(3) All entries must be submitted to the Student 
Government office (3rd floor Union) by 5:00pm Feb. 11th. 
(4) All entries must have the creators name, address 
and phone number~ 
Note: All entries become the property of Student 
Government, who will have the right to- use in any way 
they see fit. No entries will be returned. 
The winner. will be notified by 
/ 
mail by February 21, 1983. 
.-:.,. ;· .. - .. -· ····'···-~'"--'-"'----·-_, ___ - . ,._ .. --~-~-· ---~··-----··--·- ----·-----~--._____-
Any student Interested In 
writing for The Ithacan is 
velcome to Tuesday night 
assignment night. The next 
assig~ment night is Feb. 
'..8,1983 8:00pm in The Ithacan 
office(basement of Landon 
Hall.) 
"To Keep Your Spirits Up" 
.H& .. H 
LIQUOR AND WINES 
CLOSEST LJQUOR STORE 
1V LC. CAMPUS 
2 18 ON TI-IE COMMONS 
,s""!Feattuirlng the Finest Selection 
of &a.Ya State Wines" 
272-2111 
,r-·· _.,· .. ; ... ,, ..... _.,-.· .. _-.. ,, ... , .. ·-.-· •.·.,', .. - . - ,. 
·-~ }?izza'n Bacon: · · . · 
· A great combination! Try our 
_re-al Bacon topping on your- next 
, Pizza FREE ... just ask!• • 
. l?izzas Delivered to Your Door! 
Putlgirts Pi33a 
2:l 1 Elmira R~d 
f 272-7600 ! o~r.goodlimited . f . · timeonly 
. ~ ~ . . ,, . . 
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Model U ~No Host§ Ithaca Delegat®§ 
By Donna Dubuc 
Ithaca College will be atten-
ding the 29th annual Harvard 
·National Model United 
Nations this year for the first 
time. The four-day conferen-
glimpse of the grease, and 
grime that makes the UN's 
gears mesh--or clash. Over 
1000 students and faculty 
from throughout the United 
States a:nd Canada will 
discover why the U.N. exists, 
what it does, and how it does 
it, at the Cambridge conferen-
ce will take place from 
February 17-20th, 1983. The 
program is designed to allow 
students to take an inside ce. 
Of the thirty Ithaca College 
students who applied to attend 
the HNMUN, 13 will be 
chosen to represent Italy. The 
shoe-shaped country was sixth 
on I.C.'s list of preferred 
countries. _(Mexico being first, 
then Brazil, Greece, Spain, 
and Romania respectively) 
Grant Cooper, Vice President 
LONDON 
CENTER 
ITHACA 
COLLEG\ 
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YOU ARE INVITED 
FEBRUARY 2 
Introduction to London 
Questions and Answers 
Union Job Room, 7~8 pm 
FEBRUARY .10 
Introduction to London 
Questions and Answers 
Union Job Room, 7-8 pm 
FEBRUARY 17 
CROSSROADS PARTY 
Union - 8:15 pm 
Chat with !former 
London students. 
SLIDES ... SNACKS 
., 
COME BY THE OFFICE ANYTIME 
Muller 218 
274-3306 
~ 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Applications Due March 16th 
Last Day 
To Return 
New Books 
is Friday 
February 11 
- - ,.. • "' • • • " ,. ' ,,. •, .. • 9' "' ., "' ... • " ~ • 't '\ • • • "" t • 'l .. ,. • • "' • .. ., I ~ ~ •• 
of Campus A fairs, narrowed it Economic and Social Coun-
down to these nations, "We cil's commissions for Migrant 
felt that these coun- Peop'les, Information 
tries.however non-dominating Regulation, Science and 
are significant because for the Technology for Development, 
most part are not puppets of International Finance, Trade 
the super powers." and Development, and 
Each Ithaca College Population. One single other 
delegate to Italy will be ap- delegate will research "Inter-
pointed to a model U. N. national Banking Problems" 
council, and then placed in a in order to participate in 
committee or commission discussions of The Working 
within that council. One per- Group. All the delegates are 
son will be assigned to each of required to spend the next 3-4 
the 6 branches of the General weeks re~earching the 
Assembly: Political and economic and foreign policies, 
Security Committee; Special plus the domestic situation of 
Po Ii tic al Committee; the country they are represen-
Econom ic and fti.Aancial ting. Delegates will have the 
Commit te; Socia I, opportunity to consult with 
Humanitarian and Cultural any Harvard faculty or facility 
Committee; Administrative lo aid them in their presen-
and Budgetary Committee; 
1 
tations, caucusing, and 
and the Legal Committee. Six 
others will serve on the continued on page 11 
\Vedncsdai1 n1qlzrs 
'. ' ~ 
5:30-8:30 ar-
~t1(1scwoot1 Rcs.tauranr 
DEWITT MALL ITHACA 273~9610 
LOVESICK? 
Tal"'e Food for Thought's 
Feb. 14th cure - send the 
eoties to your sweetie! 
For 
information 
and top/ace 
orders, call: 
272-3847 
or387-5648 
We Deliver. ..... . 
Delicious, mouthwatering 
food packages-the perfect 
way to win a heart 
through a stomach! 
Homemade brownies 
& cookies and 
other goodies. 
or P. 0. Box 6742, Ithaca 
20o/o to 50°/o Off 
All WINTER ITEMS 
F anky, functional clothing and accusories 
for men and women at inexpensive prices. 
located in Printers Gallery 
113 N. Aurora St. Ithaca 
- - -- ·----------------------------
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The Ithacan' s Guide to Arts and Entertainment 
Musical Militia 
By Sandy Broverman 
Though the Union Dining 
Hall cafeteria at Ithaca 
College is usually thought of 
in terms of "Scrambled 
Eggs", "Turkey Tetrezini", 
"hamburgers", and "cereal", 
last Saturday night's "Battle 
of the Bands'' provided a new 
and unusual addition to the 
menu. The rec_ipe called for 5 
local bands, a coupla kegs, 
and I reasonably-sized, 
hesitant but happy crowd. 
The result? A multi-flavored 
potpourri of rock&roll. 
Before discussing the actual 
ingredients of this musical 
muster, it is first necessary to 
describe the circumstances un-
der which each of the par-
ticiIJating bands had to battle 
within the actual battle itself. 
There were 4 problems 
inherent throughout the 
evening-- I) it was an extra 
challenge to get the crowd to 
loosen up in a cafeteria setting 
2) the bands were only visible 
and clearly audible within the 
first 8 or so feet from the stage 
3) the acoustic sound quality 
was invitably poor, and 4) the 
sound system was battered and 
consistently inconsistent. 
However, considering the 
inevitable, the evening turned 
out to be quite a success. Let's 
take a look at th~ individual 
ingredients--
The Bands were--
My Three Sons 
Jeff Rollins-guitar 
Tim Galante-bass 
Bob Frady-drums 
Contestant * I *--My Three 
Sons--a threesome from 
Cornell offered a selection of 
both Top 40 New Wave, and 
originals which reflected that 
particular music style. 
Though they were perhaps 
most severely affected by the 
troublesome sound equipment 
problems, they were able to 
start up the crowd and get 
things going. Need to touch 
up on the vocals a little bit 
though. 
Contestant *2*--The Acme 
Blues Movers--an I.C. 
group who just recently "blues 
moved" the Pub, played a 
selection of traditional and 
original blues pieces including 
the famed "My Roomate 
Dave". Sounded better in the 
pub, but worthy of second 
place. 
Contestant *3*--"U"he Times-
-essentially another I. C. get-
together, including the former 
"Not Us You's", Larry Clark. 
This band delivered a strong 
set of progressive rock Le .. 
Genesis, Police, and the like. 
Pretty tight, considering they 
just recently formed; good 
commercial sound, but I'd like 
to hear some originals. 
Contestant *4*--Naked Eve-
-a collegetown 5-some, played 
a solid set of powerhouse 
rock. Highly credited for per-
The Acme Blues Movers 
Scott Cizek-lead guitar, vocals 
Chris Conte-harp , vocals 
Mark Stiles-bass 
Phil Cormier-drums 
Dave Burnham-rh thm 
Where's Uncle Charlie'1 
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forming all orig~nals, _bu~ seek jazzy rock band ·with a fond won, or who deserved which 
further exploration withm the. sense of latin rhythms, and place, the overall show was 
musical style itself. Have a percussional enhancement. really a "Battle of the Musical 
feeling this was not one of An "out step" of the former Styles" rather than a battle of 
their better nights, but I'd Second-Hand Rose this band the bands. It was a good selec-
have to hear them again to get was by far the wi~ner, blen- tion of music, however, and 
a better feel. ding both sensitivity and gusto was nicely carried out by the 
Contestant *5"'--Rose Steps into their music. Bureau of Concerts Keep the 
.Out--a female-dominated, Regardless of which band music coming. 
Th.eTimes 
Larry Clark-bass, vocals 
Jed Corentha/-drums 
Pat Ryan-guitar 
Rick Biotto-guitar, keys 
Naked Eye Rose Steps Out 
Lee McAdams-vocals 
Frank Lee-guitar 
Harry Castle-keys 
Steve Kaplan-bass 
Mark Feldman-drums 
Vicki Genfan-guitar, vocals, 
songwriter 
Meg Garvey-percussion, 
vocals, songwriter 
Ginny Sadkin-percussion, vocals, congas 
Janelle Burde/le-drums 
Craig Spitzer-bass 
David Weatherwax-keys, vocals 
Movie Review~ 
Films of the Past 
by Kevin M. O'Neill 
It's been a while, but I've 
returned as The lthacan's film 
reviewer. You may remember 
this column as it appeared last 
year, but more than likely 
these words are my first to a 
majority of readers. As a 
writer as well as a critic one 
tries desperately to pound out 
some form of recognizable 
came up with the idea of let-
ting his readers know exactly 
where he comes from (usually 
by insulting rebuttals to in-
sipid letters he recieves from 
those readers.) 
I've decided to state my 
stand so as to allow interested 
readers to know from day one 
why my views are so warped 
and twisted when it comes to 
film comment and critique. 
To exemplify this, I off er 10 
films that I find myself drawn 
to again and again. My per-
Jed, of The Times 
i.e. understandable. style and 
lhen spends years trying to 
defend it. While in California 
I came across one such 
wri,'.er/critic who spends most 
of his column doing both at 
once. Harlen Ellison, who 
writes for the L.A. Weekly, 
sonal favorites, guilty 
pleasures, whatever. These 
films reflect what I enjoy mosr 
· continue':f on p. 9 
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continued from p. 8 
in film. 
Digging through the 
memory bank I find my first 
truly influential film to be the 
1951 Sci-Fi Opus, Invaders 
from Mars. One of a crop of 
alien films that popularized 
the '50's. I must have caught 
it when I was about 10, 
probably on channel 9 
(WOR-TV), the "Twilight 
Zone" of old, weird, movies. 
This film scared the living 
daylights out of any 10 year 
old. It had to! Aliens take 
over the parent_s of frnmy the 
her:o, and hang, the 1dd 
smacked around like c.. ping-
pong ball. I eye-balled my dad 
constantly for 3 days after that 
hardest thing to get over after 
seeing that film was why my 
parents let me stay up to watcn 
it. I thought I had committed 
some horrible sin. I still 
remember trying to explain to 
my father why the dining 
room was the safest room in 
the house. See the film and 
you know why. 
Ben Hur was the film in 
which they let me stay up to 
watch God's right hand man 
in film Charlton Heston, in 
the biggest spectacle Film of 
tl.c 1950's. These films taught 
Arthur Penn, Coppola, and 
Cimino, everything about the 
art of "big" films. It's also 
got the best story 
__ -~- ___ ----~-----T;..;...alic...:. __ E_IT-.:H=A;.;:...;;;.C=A:---N_9_ 
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Dire Straits: Love Over Gold 
(Warner Bros.)*** 
Mark Knopfler's lyrics were 
never as wise and witty as they 
have sometimes been praised 
for being. Neither is his 
Dylanesque singing style 
especially moving, over the 
long run. That's besides the 
point however, because what 
his detractors usually forget is 
that Knopfler is a great guitar 
player, and here the playing 
outshines the Anglo-
Springsteen lyrics so much 
that it's hard to resist the pure 
musicality of it all. So why 
bother? 
Mom and Dad took our 
family on a cruise when I was 
12. Of course they all got sick 
the first day out so I wandered 
down to the ship's theatre and 
saw . Anchors Away. Gene 
Kelly and Frank Sinatra in a 
film that could make you 
forget anything, even motion 
sickness. 
That accounts for half the 
films. Next week I'll finsh the 
list and have some short takes 
on the current crop of films. 
Until then, try to remember 
those films you saw as a kid, 
then compare them to what's 
out now. It's not much dif-
ferent. 
Watch Wint~Ii Meiltt Awmy 
Friday, Feb. 4th 
7:00 & 9:30 Film---Blazing Saddles 
12:00 Midnite Movie---The Last Walz 
12:00 Midnite Skating at Cass Park 
Saturday, Feb. 5th 
10:00 Broomhall games 
8:00 Muscular Dystrophy Dance-A-Thon 
7:00 & 9:30 Film--Blazing Saddles 
12:00 Midnite Movie---The Last Waltz 
Sunday, Feb. 6th 
2:00 Tug of War 
8:00 Micaroni and Volcano in the Pub 
7:00 & 9:30 Film--The ProdUt.:ers 
Monday, Feb. 7th 
11:00-2:00 Free Ice Cream Bash in the Crossroads 
8:00 Cabaret Night in the Crossroads 
Tuesday, Feb. 8th 
10:00-4:00 Student Activities Fair in the Union 
Wednesday, Feb. 9th 
9:00 Catch A Rising Star Comedian Night 
in Union Dining Hall 
Thursday, Feb. 10th 
7:30 The Roommate Game in the Crossroads 
2:00 Flag Football Games 
6:00 & 9:30 Film--Dr. Zhivago 
8:00 Darren Shepherd & Friends in the Crossroads 
Carnival 100 days Party at the North Forty 
Saturday, Feb. 12th 
2:00 Winter Carnival Games-Ultimate Frisbee 
6:00 & 9:30 Film---Dr. Zhivago 
8:00 Winter Carnival Beach Party-Terrace Dining 
Sunday, Feb. 13th Hall 
2:00 Volleyball Games 
8:00 Film---Whos Afraid of Virginia Woolfe 
8:00 Robert Klein Live-Ben light Gvm 
44~00 
§mall Size 
LE 
film. · 
The next film I saw while I 
had measles. The good old 
days when you stayed home 
DAYTONA 
SPRING BREAK 683 
Entire stock of women's boots, J 
size 6 and lower are ; 
$44.00 (Reg. to 124.00) ·from school and lived on the 
couch. The 4:30 movie ran 
Mysterious Island. Jules Ver-
ne always wrote the best ad-
ventures. Civil War, Giant 
Animals, Captain Nemo. Just 
a wonderful film. 
The Haunting was the first 
film I watched' prime time The 
Includes: 
a o -Round trip airfare (N.Y.J- fil 
a O 7 nights accommodation a 
a o Parties 0 
o Sports 
B O Activities a 
D More! 0 
D MAR 06-MAR 13 ' MAR 27-APR 03 0 
MAR 13-MAR 20 · ' APR 03-APR 10 a . MAR 20-MAR 27 , , APR ,o-APR 17 a 
0 I ' I'm Ready to Party! 0 Q I've enclosed my $50 0 
n deposit and have checked 
u myweek. 0 D l I Almo~t ready. Send 0 
more mfo. a • Add $40 from D.C, Hartford. 0 
n Philadelphia. Boston n 
U • Plus 15% tax and service LI a Name ________ a 
a Address _______ 0 
a City _____ State __ a 
fl Zip ____ Phone ___ B 
~ Departure City ~ 
! mt!§.~TS~. m 
u ~.!:'~~~ m 
L (212)~7051800)223-0694 fil am 151111 - - • am 11111D am d 
$189000 (sorry, no layaways) 
Last Chance to Sign llllP for 
extrodinary ]l)eal-Best Off er 
*Call !Lori Osterberg 
(Zea"t1z!!, :~~) FRYE 
128 The Commons 
·: if 
T3A Room 303 273-9888 
JOIN THE FUN CROWD AT 
SONG'S COLLEGE NIGHTS 
For great skiing and great apres skiing, join the fun crowd at Song 
Mountain this winter. Whatever your skiing needs or desires, you'll 
find them at Song. Twenty slopes and trails. Double chair,·T-Bar and 
J-lifts. Between runs or after skiing, enjoy the comforts of the large 
2-level lodge-by an open fire for relaxation or in the Lift Room for 
fellowship and excitement in an intimate atmosphere. Open every day 
and night for your skiing pleasure, but Friday 
and Saturday College Nights are special for 
· fuefuncrowd. 
fFRIDAV NIGHTS 
Join us for the late, late snow and 
ski with us until the wee hours. 
The lifts are running until 2 a.m. 
Saturday morning. 
SATURDAY NIGHTS 
Two dollars off your lift ticket when 
you show. your college I.D. $3.00 
0
~ admission to the Lift Room includes 
all the beer you can drink from 8 p.m. 
until midnight. 
~SangMt. 
~ Just off Tully Exit 14 of 
Interstate 81. 20 minutes 
S. of Syracuse, 15 minutes N. of Cortland. 
315/696-5711 
' . 
Pla&i 
sale 
· o Great Prices 
0 Great Quality 
· oGreat Selection 
Sale Ends Februarv 7th 
Weekend Flower 
Special 
* Daffodil£ $2.99 
for 10 
'EDIE 
IP'lL&NT'l'A'll'Il®RI 
114 Ithaca Commons 
273-7231 
ThW'8, Fri tlll 9 PM 
Sundayll-4 
~ •' •' • \ • (." \ .o',. I ,,. t • I •I•. ~' '• 
l,· 
BAHAMAS FROM $329 SPRING BREAK 
8 Days, 7 Nights Includes Flight, Transfers, Hotel, 
College Activities, Lunches, Parties, 3 Hour Cruise, 
Canvas Bag and MORE!! 
Contact: Greenwich Travel Center 
Toll Free 1-800-243-3858 
FOR YOUR NEXT HEAD TRIP, 
TRY HAIRY CANARY. WE 
SPECIALIZE IN NATURAL 
CUTS, HENNAS AND f'ERMS 
FOR BOTH OF YOU. 
RIRYCGlnARY 
116 N. CA YUGA STREET (Inside the Clinton House) 
273-2221 
[ ~ ;.a [II] [I] 
[I]~~~ 
Free catalog of Qualify 
Outdoor Gear and Clothang 
REI offers one of the largest selections of outdoor equip-
ment. apparel and acces~ories. Whether you hike, climb. 
run. ski. kayak or cycle. REI has a unique assortment of 
goods. competitively priced. to send you on any pursuit 
Send for a free color catalog today and explore the world 
of outdoor adventure at REI. We guarantee satisfaction 
or your money bock 
-=: Please send me a free color catalog 
Name ____________ _ 
Address ________ _ 
City ______________ _ 
Slate _______ ZIP 
February 3, 1983. 
f/Jcutlt ~-ti ff}~ By Sandy Broverman 
i I I I I l RYiON Novelty artist, Her-bert Khaury,s most 
TAR.ID I I I I I J popular stage name [I] I] §QUJET ! I I I ] I CID AMOJFY 
·D I ·J I 'I Answers in next issue 
Answers to last week's puzzle Robert Weir's middle name j 
LITHE CHROME AXIOM SALTY 
--------•--••••-•••--•• C 
I 
Hall 
The gardens in spring 
Sweet magnolia 
Black-eyed susans 
The fading lily 
Sweet nectars all 
They fill both 
eyes 
and 
Supervise 150 People and a 
Multi-Million Dollar 0.perationo 
And do it well. If you·re an ambitious. hard-working college graduate 
who's looking fpr a challenging career, perhaps training to become a 
Manager at a Hills Department Store is your kind of career challenge. 
lt"s a big responsibility. But you'll be ready for it. Because we offer one of 
the most thorough training programs in the industry. Hills training and 
our extensive Career Advancement Program have seen a number of 
our Assistant Managers become General Managers of an entire store in 
less time than with most other major retailers. And it can 
work that way for you. 
Your job will involve long hours and relocation. but it can be a rewarding 
career as you grow with Hills. 
To learn more about the outstanding opportunities Hills can offer. why 
not talk to one of our Personnel Repres~ntatives. 
Just bring your resume to the placement office so we'll be 
certain to see you when we're on your campus. 
We'll be there on_ February 7th., 1983 _. _ 
Contact your placement office for details. 
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Career Planning or watch the 
Ithacan for upcoming events. 
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3:30-4:30 
Glll 
GI 15 
11-12 
2:30-3:30 
3-4 
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SENIORS: 
continued from page three 
is up compared to 
previosyears. Although the 
staff is kept quite busy, there 
is always room to help any 
student. Those wlTo take ad-
vantage of the servicese will 
undoubtedly be better 
preJ5ared for the job search. 
So don't procrastinate and end 
up in panic when graduation 
arrives. Instead check out 
Career Planning's resourceful 
staff and services, and prepare 
yourself. A lot of stress and 
anxiety can be saved in tbe 
future: For more information 
regarding workshops, 
seminars, recruiting and any 
questions you may have, pick 
up a copy of Career News at 
Resume Development: Writing 
That Works 
Gll 1 3:30 3:30-4:30 Other u~coming_ events wi~l 
Wed. Feb. 9 
Thurs. March 24 
Mon. April 18 
3-4 
3:30-4:30 
3-4 
gll l 
GI 11 
Glll 
Gill 
Orientation to On-Campus 
Recruiting 
Thurs. Jan. 20 
Thurs. Jan 27 
Thurs. Feb. 10 
5-6 
11-12 
One-to One Successful· Inter-
viewing Skills 
Mon. Feb. 7 
Thurs. March 24 
Wed. April 20 
3-4 
11-12 
8:30-9:30am 
GI 11 
Gl15 
Gl14 
Getting Chosen:Job Strategies 
that Work 
Thurs. Feb. 10 
Wed. March2 
Mon. March 21 
Thurs. April 21 
GIIS I be a Semor-Jumor Sem1-
G 115 Formal on March 18th, the G 111 23 ½ days party on April 22, G 111 and topped off with Senior Week from May 7-14. 
Networking:The Art 
Professional Contacts 
Wed. Feb. 16 
of The Senior Class is also in 
the process of creating a 
Tues. March 22 
U.N.~ 
10-11 
8:30-9:30 
Gll4 
Gll4 
continued from page seven 
deliberation. 
Ithaca College is expected to 
participate in the HNMUN in 
the future so that IC students 
will have the chance to 
broaden their understanding 
1 Senior Discount Package. 
Any Senior will be able fo pur-
chase a Senior stickedr with 
which he/she can use to get 
discount at Ithaca bars, 
resturants, and businesses. 
The Senior Class officers 
and many helpers are also 
working on generating ideas 
for a Senior Gift. At present, 
I the most popular idea seems to 
be, to put' benches around 
campus, but other possibilities 
and ideas are being en-
couraged and researched. 
All in all the Senior Class 
representatives is patting 
together some good times for 
their final semester and hopes 
¼>.,, '·1 -0,f international relations and 
--------/ diplomacy. I 
everyone wi!l participate and 
enjoy themselves. 
''just h011• loni has Barry been 1miti11J,[_ti1r his ride?" 
-There~s a more 
dependable way 'to get therrea 
Greyhound is going your way with trouble-free, economical 
service. You can leave directly from campus or other nearby locations. 
Most schedules have stops at convenient suburban locations. And 
talk about comfort. You get a soft, reclining seat and plenty of room for 
carry-on bags. 
So next trip, go with the ride you can rely on. Go Greyhound. 
From Campus· 
To Campus· 
·Friday only 
··Sunday only 
c Change buses 
--Ithaca LV 
Binghamton Ar 
New York. Port Authority Ar 
New York, Port-Authority _ lv 
Binghamton LV 
Ithaca Ar 
Ithaca, Lv 
Binghamton Lv 
Hempstead. ,, Ar 
with connections to Smithtown 
Hempstead . , Lv 
Binghamton .Lv 
Ithaca , . , , ..... ,Ar 
12 55p" 12 55p 
2 05p 
5 30p 6:05p 
12'01p 3 OOp"" 
4 OOp 
5:15p 7'35p 
12:55p 
2:35pC 
7'10p 
11'05a 
4,QQpC 
5:10p 
For convenient datly service and complete information. call 272-7930 
3'40p" 
8 15p 
3 OOp 
7 OOp 
8 10p 
3 4Qp 
4'50p 
9,05p 
6'30p 
10 20p 
11 '30p 
Schedules operate e•ery weekend except dunng hohdays. exo"' week and semester breaK Prices and schedules 
subj eel to change, Some senr,co requires resenrat10ns , ,, 
_UE9SfL'!'l'!. c 1982 Groyhound Lm&s, Inc, 
,, 
------- ------------ ·-----'~__:,---'----~ 
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Announcements 
l'eJlow;hips 
1984-84 H.M:' LEHMAN 
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS in 
Social Sciences, Public Affairs, and In-
ternational Affairs. Each award will be 
up to $19,000 over a maximum of four 
years. The fellowship is for full-time 
resident graduate study in an ap-
propriate graduate program in an ap-
proved college or university in New 
York State beginning in September 
1983. Application deadline: March 4, 
1983. For complete details and ap-
plications contact: Career Planning 
and Placement Office, first floor, Gan-
nett Center. 
Qimpu~ Organitation~ 
Test Anxiety Group- The Counseling 
Center will be offering a six week group 
for students who believe they could do 
better on tests if they were less anxious. 
Call for an initial se~sion, 274-3136. 
Minority Professloals Night-The 
lth2ca College Office of Career Plan-
ning and Educational Opportunity 
Programs are sponsoring the 4th An-
nual Minority Professionals NighL 
This will take place in Muller Chapel 
on Tuesday, February 8th at 6:30 p.m. 
Six guests from various professional 
fields will discuss their educational 
backrounds, their professional work, 
and what students can do now to plan 
for their future. This panel will con-
sist of community leaders from 
Ithaca, Rochester , New York City, 
and New Jersey. 
Advertising Internships-The American 
Association of Advertising Agencies is 
sponsoring the 1983 Minority Student 
Fellowship program. This is a ten 
week, summer internship opportunity 
where participating students are 
. placed with a cooperating advertising 
agency. Application Deadline: 
February 18th. For applications and 
details contact Vicki Cox at the Office 
of Career Planning. 1st floor, Gan-
nett. 
iJan~g;~ent lnlunshlps-The 
American Management Associations 
Inc is currently offering several inter: 
nship opportunities. lnterships cover 
various time periods frOflJ March 
through September. For details con-
tact: Office of Career Planning. 
\.-areers in Education Day-The 
Southeastern Pennsylvania 
A~sociation of School Administrators 
will sponsor "Careers In Education" 
on March 19th. This is an opportunity 
~or prospective teachers to investigate 
Job possibilities in Eastern Pen-
nsylvania. For more information con-
tact: Office of Career Planning, Gan-
nett Center. 
Personal Loss Group- The counseling 
Center will be sponsoring a three 
session group for students who have 
experienced the death of someone they 
loved. It will be held on three Sundays, 
beginning January 30th from 3:00-4:30 
p.m. Call274-3136tosignup . 
Eating Disorders Group- The Coun-
seling Center is sponsoring an ongoing 
f~oup for students who have an eating 
disorder. If you find yourself binging 
and vomiting, or binging and fasting, 
You may find this group helpful. Call· 
Dr. Wiley at 274-3136 for more infor-
mation. 
' 
_ February 3, 1983 
SeJf-&tttm Weekend. the counseling A 1- "ted b f - ·11 Center w·n b . k 1m1 num er o opemngs w1 
1 e sponsonng a wee end be available for Ithaca College studen-
workshop on February 4 5 and 6 for . · 
. ' ' . ts who wish to transfer to the School 
students w~o want to mcrease th~ir of Communications for the Fall 1983 
understandmg of themselves. It will A 1· t' ·11 b help "d t"f h semester. pp 1ca ions w1 e 
you I en I y your strengt s and available starting Monday February 
develop your self esteem. Call Dr . ' Brown at 274-3136 fo . f · 7, 1983 m the office of the Dean of the mation and/ t · r more m or- Scliool of Communications. Ap-
or O sign up. ' plications will be accepted for the 
Assertiveness Training. The couo- following programs: Television-
seliJ'!& Center will be offering a four Radio, Cinema & Photography, Cor-
session group for students who would porate/Organizational Media .. 
like t? learn more about their behavior Majors in the School of Business may 
and ways of responding assertively. also apply for the Communications 
The group begins on February 2nd Management program. The· delldline 
and will be held four Wednesdays for all applications is Friday, March 4, 
from 6:30-8:00 p.m. Call 274-3136 to 1983. 
sign up. 
AWRT CAREER DAY 
A WRT Career Day-The • American 
Women In Radio and Televbion arc R' d w d 
sponsoring their 10th Annual Career ( ers ante 
Day - This will take place on March Go Greyhound round trip to Hempstead 
11th in New York City. for rust S36 00. New York City for 
Representatives from the networks, $36 00 and Buffalo for only S25 40. 
mdcpendent stations, cable , and Convenient campus departures Jnd 
, return trips Call 272-7930 for 
radio will tell you. about the industry schedules and information 
and discuss where the jobs arc and-t~::::::::===========~l 
how to get th~1ll. If you're interested 
you need to hurry, the registration 
deadline is n·:xt week. For details con-
tact: Office of Career Planning, I st . 
floor, Ganne!l Center. · 
continued from page five 
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something awav from 
someone they wa~t it even 
more. In other words, when 
the freshmen turn nineteen 
they'll be coming down in 
masses to see what they've 
been missing.'' 
·S:-21"15-
N}=-~i.'.lbPnhaucr 
ri • ford ,\u't,~~t~ um 
lth,1c..1 h'oodw.rnd t}ulntc.t, 
8:15pm(F) 
Theatre/Films 
Fci.;r:,m·~, ,; 
SAB f1lr.i-B1a.z.1ng Saddlc5, 
Textor 102, 7 & 9:30 pm; 
.1dr.i1ssion charged 
-,:••.,.!' SAll f i Im-The Last Waltz, 
~tr LI\)~ Or1..hl.·::.t r.1 & (.uncCrt fcxtor 102, 12 midnight; 
l\,rnd, 8: I l p:r ( r) a.dmi!.~ ion ch.irgcd 
,,,.,cd,.l\' 
(f) 
RcL 1 t .J 1 , !2 Noon, 
l-.11..ult\ ~opr,nrn Rc<.:lt.Jl, 
l_~._1:,1:_i~u_r_l', 8: 15 pr.1 (F} 
UJrrcn _Shl:.£)1erd _b_ Fri~nd~, 
Cros~,ro,lJ~, 9 pr1 
Compiled bv the 
Off 1cc of Campus 
Ar.:.tiv1t1es - dg 
SAD f 1lm-Blaz1ng Saddles, 
lextor 102, 7 & 9:30 pm, 
.1dr.11ss1on charged 
SAB filM-Thc Last WJ.ltz., 
Textor 102, 12 midnight; 
admi~sion ch.irged 
Fcbrt<..U') G 
S,\ll f ilm-Thc Producers, 
rcxtor 102, 8 pr.i; 
.1d:711~s1on charp_cd 
Fcbrua.1•y !' 
\Jonen Direct Film Series-
Cocktail Molotov, Frank 
Tom.asulo speaker, 
rcxtor 102, 7 pm 
Fcbrw::r.ry 11 
.SAE film-Dr. Zhivago, 
Textor 102, 6 & 9:30 pm; 
admission charged 
Dance Greenroom, Main 
Theater, 8 pm 
--cr:r---,- ·- {r · - -acir::i·:m ·an rmr 
Lectures/Seminars 
Fcbruw•y 6 
Treacurcr 's Workshop, 
.Job Rm, 7 pm 
Fcbruc:.PI.J ? 
Meetings Sports 
FcbriA.ary .; !-( ! 1·~ ~··.· j 
Self Esteem Worksl1op, Laub lC Vars1tv UJ~kcth.ill 
Rm, Chapel, 6-9 pM RP I, 8 pm 
Nav1gators Fellowship, 
DeHotcc R":l, Union, 7:30pr.i 
... ,.· 
Il 'lln'~. Swim::1111~ \~,. 
"An Americ.:1n Tourist in 
Xanadu: Some view~ of 
Chinc.sc Architecture 
and Landscaping, 11 by 
Ferris Cronkhite, 
Gannett 111, 7: 30 pm 
St. L.n.rcncc, 2 p:1 (,\) 
Self Ec;tccm Workshop, Laub IC I\' Uaskctb;il I v~. 
Rm, Ch,']pcl, 9 am - 9 pm 0114..'llllt.:J., f,: JO pm (,\) 
Fcbr~uii•y G 
Self Esteem Workshop, L.:J.1.Jb 
Rm, Chapel 10 am - 2 pm 
Career Exploration Group, 
East To\Jcr Lounge, Personal Loss Group, 
Febr•uary 8 
3:30 pm Gannett 510, 3 pn 
Alcohol Education Com.mitt<!( 
Career Explorntion Gr.cup, .Job Rrn, Union 4 pm 
DeHotte R.cl, Union, 
3:30 pm Friends of Israel, Muller 
Chapel, 5: 30 pm 
February 8 
Student Congress, Un ton 
Dining Hal J, 8 pm 
thnority Professionals 
!light, M~llcr Chapel. h: !( 
Hillel Meeting, Muller 
Chapel, 5 pm 
February 10 
London Center Inform.at ion 
Meeting, Job Rr.i, 7 pm 
College Republ icnns, 
De!1ottc Rr.i, 7:30 pm 
February 11. 
Nav !gators Fcl lowship, 
De!1ottc Rm, 7: 30 pm 
1C \',1r•,1t: U~1:,kctb,1l l 
Oneonta, 8: JO pm (,\) 
IC \.Jrc~t 11ng V!3.. Sl r,111t \"11 
,lng (,\) 
;...,: ",c ' 
IC J\' u.1skctbJ 11 
B1ngh.Jrilon, b pm 
IC \"ars1ty B.J~kcth,11 I 
B1ni,;haMton, 8 pr,. 
IC Hen'•; Swunnin>: vo;. 
RIT, :... pm 
IC JV Ba~kctbal I v.,, 
Corncl 1, 6 pm 
:..i;f? 1l,: ·.· 
IC JV Basketb•ll vs. 
Worcester Ac.1dcn\. 
6 pm · 
IC Varsity Bask~tball 
Cl..1rkson, 8 pm 
\'•, . 
\"•,. 
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Sophomores tend .to 
disagree in their opinions of 
the new drinking age. Debbie 
Openshaw, a sophomore, 
believes that, "everything is 
the same as before the new law 
was eRacted.'' Other 
sophomores thought that 
raising the age wasn't a bad 
idea. By raising the age, 
many students also feel the 
overcrowding situation, that 
was so prevalent last year, may 
be alleviated. 
As the cold winter months 
set in, the eighteen year olds of 
Ithaca College continue to 
search for evening activities 
that are deemed legal. But as 
Mike Hollway put it, "Let's 
face it, you do alot of drinking 
here at LC., not building 
snowmen.'' 
After reviewing the eighteen 
year olds case carefully, the 
only conclusion and con-
solation to their dilemma is 
that perhaps their next birth-
day may be the most 
memorableof them all. Until 
then freshmen this Bud's for 
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THE WEEK IN . p,; O.; - R. T·r~. •' ' ' - t,, r' 
(Courtesy of Sports Information) 
MEN'S VARSITY BASKETBALL (10-3, 6-0 ICAC): Feb. 1, 
at Alfred; Feb. 4, RPI; Feb. 5, at Oneonta. Ithaca won three 
games on the road, all against ICAC opponents, last week. 
Junior forward Ron Zielinski led the way for the Bombers ·as 
he scored 41 points and shot 69 percent from the floor. Zielin-
ski scored 10 of 11 shots and scored Ithaca's first 14 points 
against St. Lawrence, finishing the game with 20 points. He 
also scored 15 points in Ithaca's victory over Hobart on 
Tuesday. Senior co-captain Tod Hart also had a big week for 
Ithaca, scoring 52 · points and pulling down 23 rebounds. 
Senior gaurd Jamie Frank was consistent with 34 points and 
13 assists. Senior center Mickey Herzing chipped in with two 
fine performances against Clarkson and St. Lawrence, 
scoring 18 points and grabbing 16 rebounds during the twc 
victories. 
MEN'S WRESTLING (9-2, 3-1 ICAC): Feb. 2, at Brockport 
State; Feb. ~. at Scranton w/ Kings. Ithaca won three times 
last week, extending its current winning streak to six matches, 
as it beat Buffalo 22-19, RIT 45-10, and RPI 55-0. Records 
fell quickly against RPI. Among them: most team points (55), 
fastest fall by Ron Cotton at 177 pounds (17 seconds); most 
points in a match by Bob Panariello at 118 pounds (33-10); 
most takedowns in a match by Panariello (11). Panariello, 
126-pounder Glenn Cogswell, and 134-pounder Bart Morrow 
were all unbeaten during the week. Ithaca's nine wins is a 
school record for most wins · in a season. 
MEN'S .JUNIOR VARSITY BASKETBALL (5-1): Feb. I, at 
Alfred; Feb. 5, at Oneonta State. The Bombers continued to 
roll this week with two wins, a tense 68-65 double overtime 
battle with Hobart and an easy 67-32 victpry over Cornell. 
Tony Dinkins scored eight points against Hobart and 13 
against Cornell to bring his average to 9.i points per game. 
Chuck Corning threw in eight against Hobart and 10 against 
Cornell. Bill Sachs still leads the team with a 14.8 scoring 
average, including 11 points against Hobart. 
-THE 
WOMEN'S VARSITY BASKETBALL (5-11): Feb. 4, St. 
Bonaventure; Feb. 5, Canisius. Aweek of improvement for 
the Bombers, who opened with a 61-37 loss to Cornell, then 
fell to Oneonta State 69-67 in overtime, before beating 
Broc~port State 68-53. Tracy Olson was outstanding all week 
for the Bombers, scoring 41 points and grabbing 19 rebounds 
in three games. She had 19_ points and nine rebounds in the 
win over Brockport. Jeanne Johnston also played well during 
the week, with 46 points and 17 rebounds in three games. A 
22-point, six-rebound outing against Oneonta State was her 
best single-game performance. Others with strong efforts 
during the week ·included junior Tuti Scott, who scored 14 
points and had five assists against Brockport, and Kathy 
Price, who passed out seven assists and scored six points 
against Oneonta. 
WOMEN'S SWIMMING (4-3): Feb. 1, Cortland State; Feb. 
5, St. Lawrence. Despite a strong effort by Marguerite 
Donahue, Dorsi Raynolds and Amy Hausherr, the Bombers 
fell to 4-3 with a loss to Cornell, 80-69. Donahue placed first 
in the 200-yard free, 200-yard fly and set a school record in 
the 100-yard fly while also placing first. Raynolds placed first 
in both the 5~ and 100-yard free and Hausherr placed first in 
the 100-yard back and second in both the I ,000-yard free and 
the 200-yard back. The 400-yard free relay team of Catherine 
Lyons, Raynolds, Hausherr, and Donahue also set a school 
record. 
MEN'S TRACK AND FIELD (0-0): Feb. 5, at Rochester 
Relays. Ithaca placed fourth at the Cortland Invitational last 
weekend, led by freshman Jim Quinn's winning effort in the 
3,000-meter run. Quinn improved his state qualifying time by 
clocking an 8:46.3 Others who placed will for the Bombers in-
cluded Jim Nichols, second in the shot put with a school 
record throw of 15.03 meters (49-4); senior Steve Sinclair, 
second in the 55-meter dash in 6.7 seconds; and freshman 
Gerry Goodenough who placed third in the 1,500-meter run 
WEEK- ' 
RON 
7lJIJEJL1IN§KTI 
Basketball forward Ron Zielinski scored 41 points and 
shot 69 percent from the floor as Ithaca won three straight 
conference games on the road. Zielinski scored "15 points in a 
win over Hobart, then sparkled in a victory at St. lawrence, 
making 10 of 11 shots from the floor and finishing with a 
game-high ~O points. The junior scored Ithaca's first 14 poin-
ts against SLU. Zielinski was also named ICAC player of the 
week. 
For his performance, The Ithacan honors Ron Zielinski as 
Athlete of the Week. 
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f?OCUS'> ON 
Sports 
rv~s ·AFFECT ON 
SPOR.TS VIEWING-
by Dave Fischer 
The big numbers on the 
field during Super Bowl XVII 
were compiled by John 
Riggins: 38 carriers for 166 
yards. The big numbers off 
the field were cashed-in by the 
entire winning Redskin team: 
a total playoff package -of 
$70,000 per man. 
With over 40 percent of 
American homes tuned-in to 
NBC's Super coverage and the 
mutual economic gains, it is 
understandable why 
professional sports and 
television have formed an 
everlasting love affair. 
TV expenditures for sport is 
closing in on the one billion 
dollar mark and the existing 
structure of professionalized, 
commercialized sport is built 
upon the financial support of 
television. 
Roone Arledge said, "So 
manv soorts or.Ranizations 
have built their entire budgets 
around network TV ... that if 
we ever withdrew the money, 
the whole structure would 
collapse." 
Of course, the networks 
would only withdraw funds if 
ratings were to decrease, but 
this will not happen because of 
our insatiable want for sports. 
Economically, sport is a 
good investment for television 
(NBA games cost $200 
thousand an hour while it 
costs $500 thousand to 
produce a half-hour situation 
comedy) but is television a 
good investment for sports? 
The importance of lucrative 
TV contracts and the need to 
attract great numbers of 
viewers gives TV an abundan-
ce of influence over sport. 
Besides economics, 
television has affected sport 
right where it counts--on the 
playing field itself. 
Television has been 
JITHACA HOSTS lICAC 
criticized for re-shaping sport missioner Bowie Kuhn said, 
to meet its own needs and "You- have a difference of 
casually, sports have altered 25 million people frdm after-
rules to make TV coverage·. noon to night. We are trying 
more accessible. _ to promote basebali to the 
. In a "give the people what American public.,, 
they ·want'' attitude, rule Football officials. added the 
changes in football which role of linesman because spor-
make for more offense ac- tscasters need to know the 
tually make for more viewers, yard-line where the offensive 
thus better ratings. . team took possession of the 
Golf saw the importance of ball. 
TV revenues and changed Networks also place a man 
rules to tailor the sport more on the sidelines to signal the 
for television. referee when timeouts are 
Scoring by match play was needed for commercials. Of-
eliminated because of the ten, this creates a stoppage in 
problems which TV faced in play at very crucial moments 
covering the event. The result of the contest. 
was medal play and bigger TV at the collegiate level 
bucks. provides certain schools with 
The scheduling, staging and an edge in recruiting, 
dynamics of sport has also necessitating the NCAA to in-
been affected by television. stitute rules limiting the num-
The first night World Series ber of telecasts per school. 
game (1975) was scheduled The public relations 
because. as baseball Com- generated by such national ex-
l•Metl!r Optional Diving 
• 1 )Comanzo (IC) 289'.05 
CHAMPIONSHIP§ 2) Grunder (RPI) 216.65 3) lacona (RIT) 216.35 
by Mike Young 
This past Saturday, Ithaca 
College hosted the ICAC 
Swimming and Diving Cham-
pionships. The meet brought 
together teams from Ithaca, 
RIT, Alfred, Hobart, St. 
Lawrence -and RPI and 
featured some of the top 
swimmers and divers in 
Division Ill. 
In previous years, the 
championship was determined 
in a dual meet competit.ion 
between the six schools. This 
year's meet was run in a dif-
ferent format, allowing three 
entries per team for individual 
events and one entry per team 
for relays. 12 places were 
awarded for each of the thir-
teen events. 
RIT took the overall team 
championship with a point 
total of 310. Ithaca followed 
in a close second with 292 
points. 
Final Scores 
1) RIT 310 
2) Ithaca 292 
3) Hobart 209 
4) SLU 194 
5) Alfred 184 
6) RPI 118 
1650 Yard Freestyle 
•1) Jewell'(A) 16:35.1 
•2) Zacharias (RIT) 16:50.0 
3) Nelson (IC) 17:01.2 
200 Yard Freestyle 
1) Shank (RIT) 1 :46.4 
2) Schaeberle (A) 1 :47 .8 
3) Richardson (H) 1 :48.6 
50 Yard Freestyle 
1) Bedford (SLU) :22.04 
2) Malsbur)' (RPI) :22.44 
3) Hersam (IC) :22.71 
200 Individual Medley 
1) Shank (RIT) 2:01.73 
2) Zacharias (RIT) 2:03.43 
3) Quinn (SLU) 2:04.58 
400 Medley Relay 
I) SLU 3:41.9 
2) Alfred 3:44.6 
3) Ithaca 3:45.0 
I-Meter Required Diving 
I) Comanzc, (IC) 163.90 
2) Grunden (RPI) 154.60 
3) Sweitzer (RPI) 145.00 
SAUE MONEY •m TAIIE-OUr FOIIJ 
FIIOffl OUR DELI and BfillEIIV DEPTa·! 
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* OVERSIZE SANDWICHES 
*SUPER SUBS 
* PIZZA BEER SODA 
* READY TO EAT MACARON~ SALA(Q) 
*COOKIES, ROLLS &-BREAD 
posure is equal in worm 10 an 
actual visit into the living 
room of a prospected player. 
The late Bear Bryant said, 
"We·(Alabama) think TV ex~ 
posure is so important to our 
program and so important to 
our university that we will 
schedule ourselves to fit the 
medium. I'll play at midnight 
if that's what TV wants." 
Television can make or 
break a sport. Hockey has 
constant movement and 
violence, characteristics prime 
for TV, but little scoring 
makes it a disappointing TV 
spectacle. 
Although popular as an ac-
tivity, soccer's lack of scoring 
and infrequency of body con-
tact wilt cause the sport to 
become stagnant. 
It is evident that a popular 
sport cannot and will not suc-
ceed as a popular business 
without the consent of 
television. 
..:00 Vard Ba~k Stroke . 
•l)Zacharias(RlT) l:58.9t 
2) Richardson (H) 2:03.63 
3) Quinn (SLU) 2:04.00 
100 Yard Freestyle 
. 
0 1) Bedford (SLU) :47.75 
2) Vancott (IC) :49.43 
3) Hersam (IC) :49.65 
200 Yard Breaststroke 
• 1) Seidman (A) 2: 11.82 
'°'2) Petmecky (IC) 2: 14. 70 
3) Casamento (IC) 2:19.35 
•indicates qualification for 
Division III Nationals . 
. Saturdays ·r.1 Midnight :.. Sundays $. am - 6 pm .... · 
FOOD STORES 7 42 s.· Meadow St.,. Ithaca 
~~--February 3, 1983 
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NY ST ATE DIVISION III 
BASKETBALL POLL 
11'eam Records Points 
1. (tie) Buffalo State 12-1 112 
Hamilton 17-2 112 
3. Union 11-2. 74 
4. Hartwick 12-4 73 
5. Ithaca 11-3 64 
6. Potsdam State 13-4 56 
7. Old Westbury 14-2 40 
8. Baruch 12-4 12-4 31 
9. Staten Island 12-5 
10. John Jay 12-5 
29 
18 Coa~h Murray oversees his IC squad as it tumbles toward its 
most successful season. 
SUPER FERR R\' \\' . 
~i'\:\ ARCADE NIGHT CLU ITHACA WOMEN SNAP 
WVBR PRF£ENTS: 
RYST AL SHIP DOOR 
SHOW 
JOHN \'ALB\' 
"DIR. DIRTY" 
LOSING STREAK 
SATURDAY FEIB 19th by Ivan GoUesfeld 
FRIDA\' FEB. I Ith 
ONI.\' $3.50 EVENTS 
$4.00 DAY OF SHOW 
The Ithaca College women's 
basketball team got back on 
the winning track this past 
Saturday with a 68-53 victory 
over Brockport State. The win 
broke a five game losing streak 
and gave IC an overall record 
of 5 wins and 11 losses. 
S2.93 AT THE DOOR 
93c DRINKS 
ALL NIGHT! •CALL LOU TO RESERVE TABLES The women have been 
playing good ball according to 
head coach Natalie Smith. 215 N. AURORA ST. 272-3222 
"We have played good fun-
damental basketball at times. 
Do you want ..... SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
HIGHER EXAMINATION SCORES 
II 
111 
IV 
V 
VI 
or 
HIGHER GRADES ON YOUR TERM PAPERS 
1983 SUMMER EMPLOYMENT- Many suggestions and addresses of 154corporations, 
41 federal agencies and 19 state governments with op~nings for summer employment 
or internships. Order now. Publication date February 15, 1983. S5.00 
BASIC. TIPS TO IMPROVE YOUR SCORE ON THE GRADUATE RECORQ_ 
EXAMINATION - Proven strategies to incre.ase your score. 
from previous exams. 228 pages. 
Many sample questions 
$5.00 
INSIDERS GUIDE TO AN M.B.A.: IMPORTANT HINTS ON ADMISSIO~ 
PROCEDURES AND THE GRADUATE MANAGEMENT ADMISSIO~ 
EXAMINATION -This guide will help! It lists schools that accept part-time students, 
C + students, those without accounting and the very selecfive ones. 190 pages. Book-
store price will be $9.95. $7 .00 
BASIC TIPS TO IMPROVE YOUR SCORE ON THE LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION 
TEST (M.ultistate Bar Examination) - Written by an attorney. Actual questions from 
past exams. Many hints, 144 pages. $7.00 
HOW TO PREPARE FOR THE MEDICAL COLLEGE ADMISSION TESTS-The 
best in the field. Don't take the M.C.A. without this help. 340 pages. $10.00 
THE TERM PAPER KIT - 413 term papers. Topics from anthropology to zoology. 
Each term paper has an abstract. Actual term papers that received a grade of A- or A 
during the 1982 academic year at the University of Arizona or Arizona State University. 
Ten pages of rules for preparing a bibliography and for proper footnoting. Order the kit, 
review the topics and abstracts, then select one actual term paper which will be sent to 
you within 10 days. These are not for resale or reproduction. They are for instructional 
purposes only. Order the kit and see what top students do to get high grades. 
$10.00 
Mail your order to: University Research Service~ 
Department 28 
P.O. Box 7739 
Phoenix, Arizona 85011 
Order by number. En~lose cash, money order or a check. (Checks require 14 days additional 
to clear.) Add $1.00 for postage. If you order two or more items, we will pay all mailing 
charges. 
Send me items II 111 IV V VI (Circle your choice) 
Name. _____________________ Price of books ___ ·__ _ 
Address Postage ____ _ 
City. ______________ State _____ Zip. _____ Total ____ _ 
We had a good effort against 
Brockport, and I'm hoping 
that will give us a lift." 
The Bombers recent lift has 
come from sophomores Tracy 
Olson and Jeanne Johnston. 
In the past five games Olson 
has averaged 13.8 points per 
game and 7 .8 rebounds, while 
Johnston has added 15 .8 poin-
ts per game and 9. I rebounds. 
This weekend the Lady 
Bombers face three tough 
Division II foes, and will need 
a stellar performance from the 
entire team if they arc to be 
successful. 
Tomorrow night they host 
St. Bonaventure at 6:00pm in 
the first game of a basketball 
doubleheader at the Ben Light 
Gym. Ithaca's mens team 
faces RPI at 8:00pm. 
Saturday the women host 
Canisius at 7pm and Tuesday 
they'll travel to St. John 
Fisher. 
ifs .... 9? i WIS? F I f x: '·¼t 1 
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When the Ithaca College 
football team takes the field 
next season it will have at least 
one new member on its 
coaching staff. Bomber 
receiver coach Gary Bucci has 
announced his retirement 
from the football staff. Bucci, 
a former standout for Head 
Coach Jim Butterfield in the 
mid 1970s, has helped to 
develop many fine receivers in 
the IC program. Jim Duncan, 
Terry Jarvie, Jim Myer as well 
as current players Kevin Finn 
and George Mack are some of 
the players he has coached. 
Bucci was a member of the 
coaching staff when the Bom-
bers won the national cham-
pionship in 1979 ... 
In basketball news, several 
IC hoop players are at the top 
of the ICAC in individual 
stats. Mickey Herzing leads 
the league in rebounding, 
while Ron Zielinski is tops in 
field goal percentage. Zielin-
ski's 63 percent accuracy from 
the field puts him among the 
leaders in the nation. Tod 
Hart and Jamie Frank are also 
among the league leaders in 
scoring and assists, respec-
tively ... Swingman Mike 
Guidi, sitting out this season 
because of academic 
problems, has re-enrolled in 
school. Coach Tom Baker is 
hoping Guidi will be eligible 
for duty next season... / 
If you arc an early morning 
person, stop down at the Ben 
Light Gym at about 6:00am 
during the week and you may 
find the IC lacrosse team 
working out. Coach Ray 
Rostan has welcomed back a 
talented group of returning 
players and the Bombers will 
pose a definite threat to 
defending Division III cham-
pion Hobart when the season 
gets underway. Gone from 
last year's squad are co-
captains Rob Serling, Steve 
Basile and Scott Baxter. 
Serling's loss at attack will be 
the toughest. However, 
Rostan has a talented transfer 
from North Carolina State in 
Chris Asterino. Asterino will 
team with potential All-
1 
.. 
American Rich Marino and 
Mike Winkoff at attack. 
by Doug Clauson 
of/rst Trimester Abortions 
oConfldentlol Counseling 
oOna Visit & Follow-up o $210 lob tees Included 
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BEAT CLARKSON A-ND SLU 
ITHACA TAKES PAIR UP ·NORTH 
by Dave Fischer 
Going up to the North 
Country is often a dangerous 
road trip for Independent 
College Athletic Conference 
teams, but Ithaca College 
showed just how lethal its 
men's basketball team can be. 
The Bombers defeated 
Clarkson, 81-56, on Friday 
and St. Lawrence, 59-45, 
Saturday. The two wins mark 
the first time that an ICAC 
team has won both games up 
north. 
"Our. offensive execution 
was the best it has been all 
season long", said IC coach 
Tom Baker. " ... it was a good 
weekend in every possible 
way. We played two real solid 
games." 
Ithaca is now 10-3 overall 
and ranked. sixth in the New 
York State Division III poll. 
In the ICAC, the Bomber 
record is 6-0 and holding a 
one-game lead over RIT, 
who's Ione loss came at the 
hands of Ithaca. 
The weekend wins place the 
Bombers in a very comman-
ding position. They are in the 
driver's seat in the ICAC and, 
as Baker says, "We control 
our own destiny.'' 
Against Clarkson, the 
Bombers powered in 46. 
second-half points to make a 
close game into a laugher. 
Ithaca started out ten-
tatively in the first half as the 
lead exchanged hands 
numerous times. Tod Hart hit 
a IO-footer with 6 seconds left 
to give the Bombers a 35-33 
halftime edge. 
Solid defense paved the way 
for Ithaca's second-half surge. 
Eight steals and a 23-1 I 
scoring advantage in the first 
15 minutes of the half put 
Ithaca in a dominating 
position, 68-44. 
The 25-point Clarkson win 
was the biggest margin of vic-
tory for the Bombers this 
season. Hart led the team in 
scoring with 22 points. Guard 
Mark Carver threw in 16 pofn-
ts while Jamie Frank scored 14 
and Mickey Herzing added 10. 
Against St. Lawrence, the 
Bombers were ignited by 6'3" 
junior forward Ron Zielinski, 
who poured in Ithaca's first 14 
points of the game. 
"I'm a confident shooter," 
said Zielinski, who finished 
the game with 20 points. 
"The plays weren't designed 
for me or anything, it just 
worked out that way. St.. 
Lawrence was in a zone defen-
se and our guards hit me when 
l was open." . 
The Bombers scored 7 
unanswered points to end the 
first half with a 27-21 lead. 
In the second half Ithaca 
took its biggest lead, 49-37, 
and St. Lawrence would never 
get closer than 10 points. 
In the last 2:50, when the 
pressure is on, the Bombers 
sunk 8 free throws to seal the 
win. 
Last year's Rookie-of-the-
Year, St. Lawrence center 
Blaine Harris, was- held to 4 
points on 2x7 shooting by 
Ithaca big-man Herzing. 
"We played a good defen-
sive game ... St. Lawrence was 
extremely well-scouted by the 
coaching staff," said Baker. 
"The guys now feel they are 
capable, but it's important not 
to feel overconfident." 
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G F R T 
5-10 2·3 9 21% 
10-11 0-0 4 20 
2-5 2·2 I 6 
3-7 2-2 6 8 
4-9 4.9 2 12 
0-1 0-0 0 0 
0-0 1-2 2 I 
0-0 0-0 0 ,, 
24-43 11-14 'El 
G F R T 
1-5 0-0 0 2 
6-9-0-0 0 I 
3-7 0-1 3 6 
!"t-5 2-2 9 12 
2-7 0-0 6 4 
0-2 2·2 I 4 
1-3 1·2 0 3 
0-3 0-0 2 0 
Q·l 0-0 0 0 
19-50 7.9 32 - 59 
24 - 45 
JP01IN1r RECORD 
by Tom Longo 
The Ithaca College wrestling 
team ventured from Ithaca to 
Troy last Saturday and 
destroyed foe RPI 55-0. Coach 
John Murray's squad set a 
new record for most points 
scored in a match. 
Ron Cotton scored a pin in the 
190 pound catagory. Cotton's 
pin broke Bob "Tiny" 
Marella's record for the fastest, 
pin. Freshman standout Bob 
Panariello set a school record 
with 11 take-downs in one 
match and Steve Davis broke 
two records for the fastest pin 
at 167 pounds and at 158 
pounds. 
These performances helped to 
give Ithaca an 11-2 overall 
mark this season, the first time 
the IC wrestling program has 
won more than ei ht matches 
in a season. 
In an earlier match Ithaca 
topped rival, RIT. Scoring in-
dividual victories for the 
Bombers were Panariello, 
Glen Cogswell, Bart Morrow, 
Tim Wilmont, Dave Kitay, 
Tom Longo, Ron Cotton and 
Greg Smith. 
In the second match 
Panariello had 11 take-downs 
on his way to a victory in the· 
118 pound catagory. Other 
winners for IC were Cogswell, 
Morrow, Shenk, Kittay, 
Papazian,Davis, Longo, Cot-
ton, and Smith. 
Coach Murray's squad is 
looking to continue their good 
fortune when they face the 
University of Scranton this 
Saturday and again the 
following week at home in the 
ICAC Championships. 
GYMNASTS 4-0 
by Doug Clauson 
The Ithaca College women's 
gymnastics team, on the 
second leg of a three-meet 
homestand, defeated Cortland 
State this past Sunday, 168. IO 
to 156.95. 
The Bombers were paced 
once again by Sue Chapin and 
Sue Atwell. Chapin set a 
school record in winning the 
all-around with a score of 
33.50. Atwell, only a fresh-
men, broke the school record 
in the floor exercises with a 
score of 9.15. Senior Judy 
Bell also grabbed a first place 
for IC with a 9.10 on the 
balance beam. · 
"The girls are all becoming 
more confident in their 
routines and that confidence is 
showing up in our scores," 
said Ithaca coach Jacqueline 
DeSalvo. 
"We're getting improved 
scores almost every time we 
compete and that's the result 
of hard work." 
Ithaca, 4-0, completes its 
homestand with a dual meet 
against East Stroudsburg this 
Saturday starting at 1 :30pm in 
the Ben Light Gym. 
Vaulllag-Rodia.l: Barb Aug1er. I: Brown. I. 8.'r.i 
Ban-AuRier. I: Sleihng, I: Scadfleld. C: 8.4: Bea.m 
Bell. I: Chapin. I: Cooper. 1: 9.1 uchoolrecon:11:Floo 
exe~st-Atwell. I: Be\l. I: Chapin. I. 9.15. cschoo 
recordi: All-nollDd-Cfulpln. I: Atwell. I: Bums 
(' .33.~ points. 1sc:hool record• 
Ithaca grappler Tim Wilmont bear-hugs teammate Steve 
Davisenroute to winning the 158-pound wrestle-off. 
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